ANNEX I
List of items that cannot be carried by passengers into security restricted
areas or aboard the aircraft
The following items may not be carried by passengers to security restricted areas or aboard the
aircraft (cabin baggage):
1)

2)

3)

4)

Hand guns, firearms and other shooting equipment - equipment suitable for use or looking to
be suitable for use to cause serious injury by firing a projectile, including:


Firearms of all kinds, such as guns, revolvers, rifles, shotguns



Toy guns, replicas and imitations of firearms that can be mistaken for real weapons



Firearm components, except for telescopic sights



Pneumatic and CO2 weapons such as guns, shotguns, rifles and ball guns



Rocket launchers and starter guns



Arches, crossbows and arrows



Harpoon and Spear Throwing Devices



Slingshots and catapults

Stunning devices - devices specifically designed for stunning or immobilisation, including:


Infestation devices, such as stun guns, tassles and paralyzing rods



Stunning and slaughtering equipment for animals



Neutralizing and disabling chemicals, gases and aerosols, such as tear gases, pepper gases,
acid sprays and animal repellent aerosols.

Objects with sharp tip or sharp edge - sharp-pointed or sharp-edged objects that can be used to
cause severe injury, including:


Hacking items such as hatchets, axes and choppers



Ice skeins and ice skewers



Shaving blades



Box-cutter knives



Knifes with a blade length of more than 6 cm



Scissors with a blade length of more than 6 cm measured from the point of rotation



Equipment used for martial arts with sharp tip or sharp edge



Swords and sabers

Work tools - tools that can be used to cause serious injury or threat to aircraft safety, including:


Steel crowbars



Drills and drill bits, including wireless portable electric drills



Tools with a blade or shank longer than 6 cm suitable for use as a weapon such as
screwdrivers and chisels



Saws, including wireless portable electric saws



Soldering lamps
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5)

6)

Guns for firing pins and nails

Blunt tools - items that can be used to cause serious injury when used to hit someone, including:


Baseball bats and softball sticks



Sticks, such as rubber sticks, leather-covered metal clubs and police batons



Equipment used for martial arts

Explosive materials and devices, flammable substances and ignition devices – explosive
materials and flammable substances and ignition devices that are fit or usable to cause serious
injury or endangering the safety of the aircraft, including:
 Ammunition
 Primers
 Detonators and fuses
 Replicas or imitations of explosive devices
 Mines, grenades and other military explosives
 Fireworks and other pyrotechnics
 Smoke pots and smoke cartridges
 Dynamite, gunpowder and plastic explosives

as well as the items and materials provided for by separate regulations, and in particular the items
listed in the Safety Instructions for the Transportation of Dangerous Goods by Air issued by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), the Regulations on Dangerous Goods issued by
the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and the Commission Regulation (EC) No
68/2004.
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